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Message from the
President
Mark Elliott
fascinating one, in extraordinary times.
The Scandinavian/Nordic presence in
the UK matters more than ever. Britain
still means something in the Northern
European scene, whatever one thinks
about its global influence or lack of it.
More dramatic changes impend, of a scale
unequalled in most of our lifetimes —
Sweden and Finland perhaps in NATO?
the warming of the Arctic regions?
world-wide economic cataclysm? It is
as important as ever that the like-minded
in our region should communicate and
work together, but the ways of doing this
have become the preserve of a younger
generation than mine.
It has been a wonderful experience.
The CoScan people, above all — a
privilege to be among them. So many
happy memories — the ‘conferences’,
and associated trips; embassy meetings;
the International Award, as it used to
be called; this superb magazine. I don’t
intend to leave the scene absolutely at
once, though who knows, these days.
One really good sign for the future is that
Alexander Malmaeus has just agreed to
become CoScan’s new Chairman, and he
will give us admirable leadership. But a
President can have uses too, and my hope
is that the committee, and anybody else
with a suggestion, will be looking for a
new-model CoScan President from now
on. Meanwhile, thank you for having me.

CoScan has had an unelected President,
by the inspiration of Peter Wright, for
effectively the whole of the present
century. Things were a little different
before that. As the incumbent, and hence
perhaps a little biased, I think it was and
is a good idea. The President can, when
need be, weigh in at a senior level in
representing CoScan’s views to people
who matter. He or she has a licence to
intervene in day-to-day discussion within
CoScan, and just occasionally to do a bit
of actual managing if there is nobody else
to do a job. The President’s accumulated
experience, in and outside CoScan, can
be an asset when other post-holders
change.
After a time, though, energy and
competence decline. After rather over
twenty years, I think CoScan needs and
deserves a new President. Circumstances
have prevented my attending the 2022
AGM, and I regret that, but it’s a sign that
change is due. Identifying my successor
is a task for others than myself, though
I’ll help where I can. The position is a
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Editor’s note

We are not short of ideas for topics.
When discussing what you, our
readership, might like to read about, it
was suggested that food, the arts, and
climate could be subjects of interest.
Questions of language, any aspect of
the various links between the British
and Scandinavian countries, national
symbols, and personal past experience
might catch your eye, we thought. You
are as always most welcome to express
your views — there is no need to be shy.
In this issue of the magazine, some
of the areas mentioned are represented.
There are the arts in the form of opera,
the Danish opera Aladdin
Aladdin.. There is also
art in the form of literature: a poem.
And there is language in an article about
bilingualism which is based on personal
experience.
Finally I would like to wish you
a happy summer with a ‘bouquet of
flowers’, all symbols for the Nordic
countries. Reflecting on the Swedish
descendants in Gammelsvenskby in
southern Ukraine, it felt relevant also to
include the flower of their country.

Eva Robards
The Editorial Board normally has two
meetings a year, in January and September
— unless there is a pandemic going. For
the last two years we have carried out our
meetings online, via email. However, just
recently (in early May), we had our first
personal encounter since January 2020,
an additional meeting, just because it’s
possible again!
Our work naturally focuses on trying
to keep the quality of this magazine as
high as we can. We consider not only its
content but also its physical appearance.
In the Language & culture section, our
ambition is to provide some variety —
both regarding countries and topics —
and we assume that our readers have
a wide range of interests. From time to
time we analyse the balance of articles
and try to make adjustments. We also
discuss neglected areas but often have to
be pragmatic and depend on submitted
material — or the lack of it: finding
authors is not always easy.
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CoScan AGM 2022
by Michael Davis, CoScan Secretary
CoScan’s Annual General Meeting was
held on Monday, 9 May 2022. After
the two previous years when, owing
to Covid we met online, this year we
were happy to meet in person. For those
members less able to attend and living
in more remote areas of the country, we
recognise that this may have been a slight
disappointment, but we felt it important
to revert to our earlier practice and have a
meeting once more that was rather more
convivial; also, to go back to the spring as
before instead of holding it in the autumn
as on the last two occasions.

It was, as it turned out, a highly
successful event. Held at the Travellers
Club in Central London, we were treated
beforehand to an excellent meal and a
short viola recital given by Ami-Louise
Johnsson, courtesy of the Anglo-Swedish
Society, both provided in the setting of
its magnificent library. Representatives
from at least two of the Scandinavian
embassies were able to join us for the
meal.
The more formal part of our
programme, namely our AGM, came
immediately afterwards. Attended by

Lunch in the library of the Travellers Club in London		
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representatives from some eight societies
in all, and conducted in accordance with
the agenda issued earlier, it proved an
excellent opportunity to discuss a wide
range of issues and to see how we move
forward now that Covid is behind us.
A new landscape is before us, or so we
would like to believe. All decisions to be
taken were unanimously approved. Full
details are given in the minutes, which
have been circulated.

Viola player Ami-Louise Johnsson after her
recital, together with CoScan’s Chairman
Alexander Malmaeus
Photo: Chris Howell, CoScan

The Finnish Institute in the UK and Ireland
by Sanni Lappalainen
The Finnish Institute in the UK and
Ireland has expertise in Finnish
culture and society. Its work supports
the internationalisation of Finnish
contemporary art and helps artists,
researchers and social and cultural actors
to create international networks. The
Director of the Institute is Dr Jaakko
Nousiainen.
The Institute was founded in 1991
and it is a non-profit, private foundation
funded by The Finnish Ministry of
Education and Culture. It is one of
17 Finnish Cultural and Academic
Institutes. We promote equality and the
diversity of Finnish culture and strive to
diversify research and science globally.

We are also a proud member of EUNIC
(European Union National Institutes for
Culture) London network.
Building partnerships between Irish,
British and Finnish organisations is
at the heart of the Institute. We do this
by identifying signals of change in the
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building of the sauna will form part of
an architecture course on sustainable
wood construction. Other organisations
collaborating on the project include
the University of Westminster and the
Embassy of Finland in London.
The Institute supports the international
movement of artists and scientists
through the TelepART funding programme. Applications for the scheme
are open all the year round and the
decision-processing time is a maximum
of two weeks. The grant is designed to
help cover the travel expenses of Finnish
artists travelling to the United Kingdom
and Ireland or British or Irish artists
travelling to Finland. Researchers can
apply for support to help cover expenses
such as costs of travel to international
conferences or conference participation
fees.
Finnish language courses are on offer
throughout the year. These range from
absolute beginners to advanced learners,
with class options on weekdays as well as
on Saturdays.
In 2021, the Institute celebrated
its 30th birthday all through the year
with a publication highlighting social
innovations that promote equality. The
comic book An Equal Future — Inspiring
Social Innovations from Finland, the UK
and Ireland is available as a free digital
copy in English, Finnish and Swedish on
www.fininst.uk/events/anequalfuture.
From the website (www.fininst.uk)
you can go to our YouTube channel and/
or subscribe to our Newsletter.

fields of art, culture and society and
by supporting new perspectives on
contemporary issues. We encourage
cross-disciplinary and cross-border
collaboration by creating networks
and building new partnerships. In
order to do this, the Institute works in
close collaboration with festivals and
art organisations. Recent cooperation
projects include the Nordic Exposure
contemporary circus season at Jacksons
Lane.
The Institute also works in
collaboration with Beaconsfield Gallery
in London and the Serlachius Museums in
Finland to award the Below Zero Finnish
Art Prize. The third running of the prize
will culminate in a residency and an
exhibition at Beaconsfield Gallery in the
spring of 2023, and a later exhibition at
Serlachius Museums.
Further, the Institute works closely
with the other Finnish institutes. During
the Covid crisis the network created a
joint project, Together Alone, which has
continued under a new title: Together
Again. The project has been developed
together with a community artist and two
curators and will focus on community
spirit, and on ecological and ethical
sustainability. In April 2022, the institutes
organised a seminar and the Elastic
Alliances exhibition featuring artworks
commissioned as part of the project. The
seminar and exhibition took place at the
Hanasaari Cultural Centre (near Helsinki
in Finland).
In June 2022 the Institute participates
in the London Festival of Architecture by
partnering with architect Sami Rintala
in building a sauna in London. The

The Finnish Institute in the UK and
Ireland joined CoScan in 2022.
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The Grieg Society of Great Britain
by Beryl Foster

The Grieg Society of Great Britain was
founded in October 1992, a successor to
the committee formed by the Norwegian
Embassy to oversee celebrations in
Britain to mark the 150th anniversary
in June 1993 of Grieg’s birth. The first
of the European Grieg Societies (there
was already one in New York), its aim
was — and is — to promote the music
of Grieg and other Norwegian composers
to audiences and performers, primarily
through concerts and talks. The incumbent
Norwegian Ambassador has always
agreed to be the Society’s Honorary
President, while Honorary VicePresidents have included Sir Malcolm
Arnold and Richard Baker. Currently
we number Leif Ove Andsnes, Edward
Gardner and Simon Callow amongst
them. Our first Patron was Yehudi
Menuhin, followed by Iona Brown and,
since 2005, Raphael Wallfisch.
Regular Newsletters keep members in
touch with activities and other events of
interest. Soon after our inception, Robert
Matthew-Walker, a member of the
original committee and editor of several
prestigious music journals, proposed
an annual Grieg Companion to contain
longer articles about Grieg and his
music, which he then edited for twelve
years. That was superseded by the Grieg
Journal, edited for a number of years by
Lionel Carley, and now once again under

the editorship of Robert Matthew-Walker.
More recently we have established a
Facebook page, where I post details of
events, items of news and interest from
Bergen, Berlin, other Grieg Societies and
relevant venues, and occasional music
clips.
The loss of Lionel Carley in December
last year has left a large gap. He was on
the original committee that became the
Grieg Society and was always a staunch
supporter of our activities, especially
when they could be linked with his
beloved Delius. His well-informed talks
were much valued and his meticulously
researched book, Edvard Grieg in
England,, published in 2006, was an
England
excellent addition to the Grieg canon.
Following the first International Grieg
Conference, held in Bergen in June 1993,
other groups began to form and we now
have Grieg Societies all over Europe, in
Japan, the USA and — the youngest group
— in Ukraine, which was to have hosted
a conference this April. We all come
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volumes: the New Grieg Companion,
Companion, an
anthology of some of the more significant
articles from across the editions of our
annual publication; and Aspects of Grieg,
Grieg,
a collection of his own articles written
over a number of years. These books
were sent free to members to retain their
interest and to show that the Society is
still alive. (Both books are available from
the Grieg Society at £10.00, including
postage and packaging).
We can now host events again,
beginning with an informal meeting on
30 April. The Grieg ‘Birthday’ Concert
will be held on 11 June: a recital by the
eminent pianist Mark Bebbington. Details
can be found on our Facebook page. We
also hope to have our traditional autumn
event at the Norwegian Ambassador’s
residence, which this year will mark the
Society’s 30th anniversary.

under the umbrella of the International
Grieg Society, based in Bergen, while
international conferences to encourage
scholarship and performance, and held
almost every other year since 1993, have
taken place in Bergen, Münster, Berlin,
Copenhagen, the Netherlands, Rome,
Florida, Poland and Ukraine.
Like many similar groups in the past
two years, our Grieg Society has been in
‘suspended animation’. It has been sad
not to be able to meet, but much more
difficult for those of our members who are
performers and teachers, whose activities
were severely curtailed. The committee
decided in 2020 not to ask members for
their annual subscription and last year
asked for just half the amount, but we have
kept in touch through Newsletters and the
annual Grieg Journal.
Journal. Last year Robert
Matthew-Walker also compiled two other

The Grieg Society of Great Britain has been
a member of CoScan since 2012. Articles
about the Society have been published in
the CoScan Magazine 2012/1 and 2017/2.
Beryl Foster is Chairman of the Grieg
Society of Great Britain and Immediate
Past President of the International Grieg
Society. She is a professional singer,
specialising in the Norwegian repertoire
and a lecturer and private singing teacher.
She is the author of books on Edvard
Grieg’s vocal music and of articles in music
journals, in the UK and abroad, and she
has translated music items from Norwegian
into English.
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Nordic Collections at the British Library
by Pardaad Chamsaz
Many people will not realise
that the British Library,
responsible for preserving
the UK’s printed and digital
heritage, is actually very
much an international and
multilingual collection. It
is really a patchwork of
significant donated historic
collections, supplemented by centuries
of acquisitions via legal deposit (the
requirement for all books published in the
UK to be sent to the British Library) and
purchases from all over. That makes for
a collection of cultural memory spanning
millennia, the entire world and the full
range of media from manuscripts to
websites, from drawings to oral histories.
The British Library has systematically
acquired Nordic books ever since the
1840s, when there was established, under
the then keeper Antony Panizzi and

his assistant Thomas Watts, the aim of
building up ‘the best collection of books
in every European language outside
the countries of origin’. That process
continues today and we endeavour
to create a representative collection
of modern literature, research-level
monographs and serials published from
the Nordic region.
However, Nordic material has been
ever-present in our collections since
the foundation of the Library of the
British Museum in 1759. The collections
that founded the library contained
just over a thousand items from the
region, largely from the library of Sir
Hans Sloane (1660-1753), although
mainly those in Latin rather than in the
vernacular. Particularly well represented
were books in fields like medicine, the
natural sciences, antiquities, history and
topography, philosophy, theology, and
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law. A favourite of mine from Sloane’s
collection is Thomas Campanius Holm’s
Kort beskrifning om provincien Nya
Swerige uti America,
America, a very early account
of the colony of New Sweden with an
appendix of model dialogues for the
settlers in the local Delaware language,
Lenape.
The collections were gradually
supplemented by further donations and
we can confidently say that just the items
published before 1851 amount to around
20,000. This is due more than anything
to the internationally-minded collecting
policy of Anthony Panizzi in the mid- to
late-nineteenth century. It is therefore no
exaggeration to suggest that the British
Library’s pre-1851 Nordic collections are
likely to remain unequalled in any single
library outside the five Nordic countries
themselves.
Let us very briefly survey some of
the highlights of the early collections.
We hold a copy of the Dialogus
Creaturarum,, the first book printed in
Creaturarum
Sweden in 1483. You’ll find the earliest
printed Gesta Danorum (Deeds of the
Danes) by Saxo Grammaticus, as well
as copies of Olaus Magnus’s Historia
de gentibus septentrionalibus (History
of the Northern Peoples), for the earliest
insights into Scandinavian customs and
daily life. Nordic bibles in all shapes
and sizes abound and the first Icelandic
version, known as the Guðbrandsbiblía
Guðbrandsbiblía,,
came to the British Library as one of the
books that returned with Joseph Banks
after a short tour in Iceland in 1772. The
original drawings from that expedition,
now digitised, are some of the earliest and
most comprehensive views of Icelandic

village life in the eighteenth century.
There is a near complete set of Carl
Linnaeus’s works, as well as thousands
of academic dissertations donated to the
Library in 1892 by Uppsala University,
which clue us into the scholarly
conversations of the period.
There are many super-rare items
deserving special mention. I always
come back to a collection of broadsides
and leaflets dealing with the arrest of
Count Johann Friedrich Struensee, the
infamous royal physician-cum-regent of
Denmark in 1772. One of Struensee’s
many decrees related to the freedom
of the press, which ironically led to the

‘View of the eruption of geiser’
Drawing by John Cleveley the younger from
Joseph Banks’s 1772 expedition to Iceland
Copyright of the British Library Board
(also photo on p. 8)
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explosion of profane and critical images
of Struensee that were circulated around
Copenhagen for all to see. Or, we can
point to the Greenland Legends Kalâdlit
Okalluktualliait (1859-63), which detail
Inuit history and tradition with the help
of wonderful woodcuts created by the
local hunter, artist and oral historian,
Aron Kangek.

pandemic era, when we were able to
welcome authors such as Sigurjón Birgir
Sigurðsson (aka Sjón), Johannes Anyuru,
Athena Farrokhzad, and Lars Saabye
Christensen to the Library. We have been
very fortunate to work with the Nordic
cultural institutes, embassies and other
Nordic cultural partners in the UK to
make these events happen, and long may
those connections continue to flourish.
Ultimately, we have a duty to understand,
promote and develop our Nordic
collections for the public the Library
serves, and we look forward to achieving
that through collaboration with writers,
artists, cultural workers and communities
that animate this special printed heritage
and its legacy today.

The British Library has been a member
of CoScann since 2021.

Scene from Kalâdlit Okalluktualliait, Greenland
Legend Copyright of the British Library Board

I can only really scratch the surface
ce and
each day brings new discoveries. Today,
we acquire around 1500 books published
in the region every year and we subscribe
to over 400 series and journals. What I
am focusing on more recently is finding
new ways to tell the printed history of the
region, thinking about women authors,
Sámi heritage, ‘minority’ literatures like
Faroese and Greenlandic, and uncovering
histories of Scandinavian colonialism in
our collections.
We explore our collections in many
different ways, including research
projects, blogs on the Library’s European
Studies blog, cultural events for the
public, and social media. We are hoping
to build on the cultural events of the pre-

Dr Pardaad Chamsaz is a Curator in
the Germanic Collections at the British
Library, London.
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SveaBritt 40th anniversary celebration
by Karin Sjölin Frudd
SveaBritt
veaBritt — the network of Swedish
professional women in the UK — held
its much anticipated 40th Anniversary
Jubilee Dinner on 8 March. The celebration which originally was planned
for 2021 had been postponed due to the
Covid restrictions. The dinner was also a
combination of our annual spring dinner,
which is the highlight of SveaBritt’s
calendar of activities, and the recognition
and celebration of the International
Women’s Day.
The guest speaker for the evening was
the Swedish comedian and artist Babben
Larsson who had come over from Sweden
solely to entertain us; we felt honoured
that she had accepted our invitation.

The ‘turn-out’ consisted of 70 SveaBritts, including guests. After not being
able to have any large gatherings and
having to postpone this celebration
earlier, it was such a pleasure for
everyone to be able to meet in ‘real life’,
something that was clear from the sheer
volume of the laughter and conversation.
The great entertainment by Babben and
delicious food and service at the Conrad
Hotel in Central London added to make
the evening a success.
Please see the CoScan Magazine
2020/2 for more information about
SveaBritt. If you are a professional
woman working in the UK and would
like to come along to any of our activities
as a guest or join our organisation you
can get in touch through the link on p. 38.

Babben Larsson to the left and Karin Sjölin
Frudd to the right.

Karin Sjölin Frudd is Chair of SveaBritt
(CoScan member since 2021).
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Obituaries
Irene Garland
by Mark Elliott
Irene Garland, who died in January this
year shortly before her 77th birthday,
had for many years been one of the
most active committee members of the
Anglo-Norse Society of London (ANS).
In her capacity as Secretary of the ANS
she was particularly diligent in her
involvement with CoScan, maintaining
correspondence with us and distributing
CoScan material to ANS members. She
was at the CoScan Conference most
recently in Aarhus in 2016, and at other
CoScan functions. Perhaps her most
valuable contribution to our interests
was for the celebration of CoScan’s 60th
anniversary celebrations in 2010, when
she played a considerable part in the
organisation of the lunch held in October
that year in Westminster.
Vera Irene Karlsen was born in Norway
and brought up in Oslo. She travelled
widely both in Norway and abroad, and
met her future husband Roger Garland
on a trip to Israel. They settled in London
and had two children, and Irene was
active in teaching both at the Norwegian
School and at university level, in other
translation and interpretation work,
and with the Norwegian Church. For
many years she was on the staff of the
Norwegian Embassy in London, and
her office for part of the time that she
served as ANS Secretary was at the

Embassy. Her husband Roger was also
regularly to be seen at ANS meetings,
with the important role of presiding over
refreshments — he was renowned as a
catering expert. Irene’s latest great task
for the Anglo-Norse Society was her
work on the celebration of the Society’s
centenary in 2018, in particular the
staging of a reception in November at a
London club attended by the two Royal
patrons, Queen Elizabeth and King
Harald.
My personal recollections of Irene
are of a person who could be both warm
and business-like, ready to help and
able to get things done. As a Norwegian
with decades of experience in British
living, she symbolised the closeness
of Scandinavian and British culture
very much in the spirit of CoScan’s
own objectives. We shall miss her as a
colleague, and as a friend.
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Lionel Carley
Lionel Carley (1936 - 2021), an English
archivist and author on musical matters,
was a long-term council member of the
Anglo-Norse Society. Further, he was
one of the founder members of the Grieg
Society of Great Britain (see also page 6).

Håkan Mogren
by Alexander Malmaeus
The
he former President of the SwedishBritish Society (Stockholm) and a
prominent member of the Anglo-Swedish
Society, Dr Håkan Mogren, has died
aged 77. After being vivaed for his DSc
at Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan with a
thesis entitled ‘Mechanical Disintegration
in the Processing of Single-cell Protein’,
he devoted his career to industry, firstly
as CEO of the confectionery company
Marabou AB and then as CEO of Astra
AB, which later merged with the British
pharmaceutical company Zeneca Inc. In
2008 he succeeded Dr Peter Wallenberg
W
as President of the Swedish British
Society, holding the position until 2016.

Alan Hall
by Muriel Hall
Alan’s interest in Norway began in 1966,
in the early days of a long career teaching
biology at Atlantic College, a sixth-form
college of the United World Colleges
group, near Llantwit Major in Glamorgan.
He was drawn to the college by its
international mix, and among his earliest
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contacts were Norwegian colleagues
with whom he maintained friendships for
the rest of his life. When teachers with
short-term contracts returned to settle in
Norway with their young families Alan
went to visit them, and fell in love with
the country itself. He felt a particular
bond with Norwegian students over the
years, and it gave him much pleasure
to be presented by the Norwegians at
the college with a decorative certificate
proclaiming him an ‘honorary Norwegian’. After retiring from Atlantic
College in 1998 he was delighted to be
invited to cover staff absence at Red
Cross Nordic, a sister college of the
UWC group, at Flekke in Norway. He
spent autumn of 1999 and spring of 2001
teaching there, and returned every spring
thereafter, until prevented by illness,
to take part in the annual field course
on the island of Svanøy. When his lung
condition progressed to a point where

flying was forbidden his biggest regret
was that he could no longer make the
journey to Norway.
Alan was keenly interested in WelshNorwegian connections. He was passionate about his own Welsh identity,
and he valued the way the Welsh
Norwegian Society brought together
the two countries and cultures which
meant so much to him. He served for
some years on its committee, and was
a strong supporter of efforts to secure
the future of the Norwegian church
in Cardiff. An example of this is his
help rewriting the constitution of the
Welsh Norwegian Society in 2019 for
the campaign to save the church.
Alan Hall participated at CoScan conferences
(Helsinki 2018 and Stirling 2019) and has
written articles for the CoScan Magazine
(2018/1 on the Welsh Norwegian Society, and
2019/2 on the Norwegian Church in Cardiff
150 years).

Danskerkortet
An interactive map to help Danes in the
UK find each other has been created by
Andreas Laust.
Addresses are approximate for security
reasons; if you add your own name, make
sure that the address is not exact.
To get
et in touch with people you can use
Facebook groups (Danish People Living
in England, Dansk i London,
London, Danes in
London, and Danskere i Skotland).
Skotland).

www.andreaslaust.com/danskerkortet
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Horneman’s Aladdin — the opera in context
by Colin Roth
C.F.E. Horneman worked on his
opera Aladdin for 40 years. It was
an overwhelming success at the
Royal Danish Theatre in 1902
with 18 sold-o
old-out performances.
Apart from the overture it has
not been performed since then,
and it has never been recorded in
its entirety until now.

Where the first act is athletic and
dramatic, pushing its narrative forward
towards the gorgeous appearance of
the Genie of the Ring, the second act is
rather odd in its construction. Its first
scene, between Aladdin and his mother,
can be particularly problematic for
modern audiences, on two counts. As
well as being on the long side, its content
is unexpectedly frank, focusing on a
conversation that many sons would rather
not have with their mothers today. The

The beginning of the opera, both its
overture and the presentation of the
battle between good and evil in the first
act, is clearly indebted to Weber’s Der
Freischütz, though Weber could hardly
have dreamt of having an orchestra on the
scale of that for which Horneman writes.
We’re introduced to Aladdin as a pure
and innocent young man, modest in his
aspirations and in his dogged decency,
in strong contrast to Noureddin’s selfish
greed and lust for power. There’s no
mistaking the signs that a parable is being
presented, a political point about the
proper exercise of authority — is every
composer commissioned to write for a
coronation or an accession tempted to
speak to his commissioners in this way?

C.F.
F. Emil
Em Horneman (1840-1906)
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length of the narrative is a reminder of
the Danish taste for narrative exposition.
There are examples later in the opera of
the usual vehicle for extended narrative,
but the ballads embedded in the story
are remarkably brief and tender. The
exploration of erotic sensation and
experience as Aladdin describes his
feelings for Gulnare is a rarity on the
operatic stage. It is sensitively presented
but perhaps with too many words? The
only opera besides this one, so far as I’m
aware, to present its central characters
in (or at least entering) a bathroom is
Monteverdi’s Coronation of Poppea!
Poppea!
Most operas tell their back story in a
more abbreviated form in order to move
the action along; here, the narrative
chugs along in a markedly old-fashioned
recitative with orchestral interruptions,
perhaps for rather longer than it might.
But the later scenes in act 2 are more
assertive: there is an extraordinary
fugal chorus of elves, and the scene
in the Sultan’s palace is rhythmically
and harmonically chaotic in a way that
prefigures, or more likely was copied
by, Carl Nielsen, who will have played
second fiddle in the orchestra for the
1902-03 performances. (Compare the
multi-layered Market Place in Ispahan
in the younger composer’s 1921 version
of the story.) The same filial relationship
between the two Aladdins is just as
evident in the splendid ballet music of
the third act.
As well as the slightly self-conscious
references to Bach, Weber, Mendelssohn,
Brahms and even occasionally (when
the elves come out, and in the graveyard
scene in the final act) Wagner, all

perfectly reasonable in the work of
a composer trained at the Leipzig
Conservatoire, the principal model which
stands behind Horneman’s Aladdin is
Mozart’s Magic Flute.
Flute. Both operas are
about ideas rather than characters, and
in both it is the struggle between good
and evil that attracts the strongest music.
In Aladdin that means that Islam is not
presented as a colouristic resource, an
opportunity to add a few augmented
seconds (there are no signs of any such
simplistic orientalism in the opera) but
is rather the embodiment of good for
all, comparable to the Masonic Truth
of Flute
Flute,, and a product of the same
rationalist,
Enlightenment-influenced
view of the world. Let’s remember
that Mozart’s drama, a working out of
Kant’s ideas as they spread through the
Masonic network in Europe in the late
1780s, is set in Egypt, or at least within
the idealised Egyptian world imagined
by the Masonic movement. Mozart’s
handling of this feature is to focus on
its universal truth rather than its local
colour, and Horneman follows Mozart’s
example. The aesthetic orientalism which
took hold of European art and culture in
the second half of the nineteenth century
is nowhere in evidence in Aladdin
Aladdin..
The story of Aladdin had come to
Europe’s attention when it was introduced
to a translation of a collection of Middle
Eastern stories called One Thousand
and One Nights by a French publisher,
Antoine Galland, who presented them
in 12 volumes between 1704 and 1717.
Like the rest of contemporary Europe,
Denmark was awash with orientally
influenced artisanal art in various media
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by the second half of the nineteenth
century. Although Orientalism dates back
to at least the early eighteenth century,
it strengthened as splendid artefacts
emerged from China and especially
Japan. Both were bullied into allowing
more of their heritage to be carried off
to Europe after their enforced ‘opening’
in the mid-nineteenth century by violent
threats from Europe’s imperial powers
and the United States. Mirjam GelferJørgensen, Elisabeth Oxfeldt, Charlotte
Christensen and others have written
about different aspects of the eastern
Oriental influence on Danish aesthetics
and objects.
Many artists were, perhaps, more
influenced by the French fascination with
the Near East, including the North African
coast. Amongst the most significant
Danish artists working with these ideas
and forms was the polymath Thorvald
Bindesbøll, whose ceramics especially
bear the mark of influence from these
quarters. Specimens of his work can
be seen now at the Design Museum
and in The David Collection, both in
Copenhagen. Another contemporary
artist with a taste for the orient was
Gerhard Henning, who worked in a
wide variety of genres, including elegant
erotica in the manner of the British artist,
Aubrey Beardsley.
Emil Horneman’s Aladdin
Aladdin’s
’s text is
considerably better than its reputation,
which has been formed by the comments
of contemporary critics who appear
to have been wielding axes driven by
personal issues and politics that have
long disappeared behind the veil of time.
In fact, Benjamin Heddersen’s mostly

economical writing is well suited to
operatic composition, giving Horneman
the basis for a relatively tight dramatic
development. Horneman seems to
deliberately avoid opportunities for ‘word
painting’ (rather like his contemporary,
Peter Heise), preferring to maintain a
‘symphonic’ balance between the text
and his development of his orchestral
material. Aladdin may not be the tautest
and most carefully plotted opera of its
period, but with the exception of the
few scenes in which narrative exposition
takes hold, and some occasionally overextended martial repetition in the big
scenes, the text facilitates an impressive
forward movement in the drama, and
compares well with better-known operas
of the time which have held the stage
despite their luxuriant verbal foliage
Aladdin absolutely deserves our
attention today: it may use a musical
language that had fallen out of fashion
by the time it was properly heard,
but such chronological incongruities
hardly matter nowadays. It is a strong
and well-designed presentation of a
simple universal story and is thoroughly
enjoyable. The opera also has the great
merit of treating Islam seriously as a
valid spiritual path, a rare thing indeed.
I hope this recording encourages opera
houses to consider performances, as the
opportunities the story provides for an
enterprising theatrical director and stage
designer are crying out to be fulfilled.
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Living with two languages
by Brita Green

How common is it to be living daily
with more than one language? Estimates
vary, but as much as between a third and
almost half of the world’s population is
said to be bilingual. And what exactly
does ‘bilingual’ mean? Again, definitions
vary, but usually it refers to people who
speak two (or more) languages fluently
nd use them regularly.
and
When my husband and I had children,
it was obvious to us that we should bring
them up bilingually. As we lived in
England, we knew that they would learn
English. After having spent a few years
in Sweden, my English husband spoke
Swedish fluently, and we usually spoke
it together, so Swedish naturally became
the family language. English was of
course spoken in other people’s presence,
when out shopping, etc. Sometimes
we would slip up, and I remember our
daughter, aged four or five, on one
occasion suddenly exclaiming, ‘Why are
we speaking English? There’s nobody
here!’
But, inevitably, the time came when
the children wanted to be like everybody
else and were embarrassed if I would
forget myself and say a few words
in Swedish in public. ‘Not here!!’, I
remember our ten-year-old son crossly
hissing at me once on the bus. So, we had
a few years of strictly speaking Swedish
in Sweden (summer holidays) and
English in England — changing over on

the ferry (happy days...) half-way across
the North Sea. Much to my surprise, both
agreed to take Swedish A-levels, and
now, decades later, they happily speak
and read — and sometimes even write
emails — in Swedish.
Fifty years ago, many people worried
about bringing their children up with more
than one language, and there was talk of
the dangers of ‘semilingualism’, a risk
of not learning either language properly.
Research then appeared that seemed to
show that, on the contrary, there were great
benefits: ‘Children who speak more than
one language are multiply advantaged
over their monolingual playmates — in
communication, cognition and social
interaction.’ (Cambridge University’s
Department of Linguistics, quoted by
Eva Robards in a short survey of research
she compiled for this magazine ten years
ago, issue 2012/2.) More recently, it has
been found that those research results
were unfortunately not clear-cut. Looking
at over 150 studies from 27 countries,
in 2020, Minna Lehtonen found that
no type of bilingualism unequivocally
gave cognitive advantages. But she
also stressed that no disadvantages
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This may be because, as we all know,
words do not have exact equivalents in
other languages: there are subtle shades
of meanings and overtones, and they
are often important for getting the right
message across. Another reason for
slipping into your other language could
be that sometimes you lack experience
— and therefore vocabulary — in certain areas in one of your languages,
even your first. If you learn to drive in
your second language, for example, you
might be unsure of what the words for
‘emergency stop’ or ‘three-point turn’
are in your mother tongue. Having had
both my babies in England, I remember
scratching my head for a Swedish word
for ‘carry-cot’. (When I now look it up in
my dictionary, it suggests — ‘babylift’!).
It is probably even more unusual to
mix languages when we write, although
cases of ‘Swenglish’ are not unheard of
in my letters. In literary — and factual
— texts, foreign words may be used to
add local colour. A German woman may
be referred to as a Hausfrau rather than a
housewife, or, in an Italian setting, piazza
is likely to be used instead of square or
market-place. Sometimes this has the
effect of flattering the reader by assuming
some erudition, as when, in a discussion
about whistling in general, Jan Morris
for no special reason talks of having ‘an
habitual siffleur in the family’.
A different approach to including
foreign words and phrases in fictional
prose is found in a novel written in
English by ‘tri-lingual’ Jess Johannesson
(see review p. 21). She says, ‘If you grow

were found. And while some bilingual
dementia sufferers may have difficulty
maintaining their second language as the
illness advances, there does seem to be
some evidence that bilingualism might
delay the onset of dementia (M.Mendez,
Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease,
Disease, vol.71,
2019). A recent report confidently
concludes that ‘speaking multiple
languages reduces your risk of dementia,
makes you more empathetic, [and]
improves certain cognitive functions’
(Jonny Thomson, Big Think, Neuropsych,, 10 May 2022).
psych
Wittgenstein said: ‘The limits of my
language mean the limits of my world’.
And Charlemagne is supposed to have
said that ‘to speak another language is
to possess another soul’. The obvious,
and important, advantage of bi- and
multi-lingualism is that it enables you
to communicate with people in their
languages and to learn about other
cultures. Every language has its own way
of looking at the world. ‘If you look at
issues from the point of view of just one
culture, you see only a limited number of
solutions.’(Soile Pietikäinen, quoted in
Eva’s article).
Many immigrants speak one language
at home and another at work or in school,
and probably most of us who live with
more than one language tend to keep them
separate, used for different purposes. But
there is one thing that happens naturally
in bilingual families (and is often frowned
upon by purists): words that best seem to
cover what you want to say occasionally
creep in from the other language.
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up speaking different languages, you
always have that multiplicity; there’s not
just one way of saying things.’ She feels
strongly that every language has its own
way of seeing the world, and in this book
she deliberately sets out to demonstrate

some of the ways in which Swedish does
it. She hopes that also people who are not
bilingual might enjoy some of the benefits
by just having their eyes opened to ways
another language expresses things.

Do you have experience of bilingualism?
How does it compare with Brita’s?
Have you got views on the subject?
Please share your thoughts with us! Advantages, problems, memories,
anecdotes — anything that occurs to you.

POSY
Picked
in the glare and the gusts
of the roadside, poised now
like paints on a palette. No less
alive for their stillness, no less
themselves in this new composition,
sunlight still stalks them
inside.
Later
leafing through the flora,
training lips to frame the forms
of unfamiliar names — rödklöver,
stjärnflocka, ängsskärra,
blåklocka — something is gained
in translation.

Dr Daniel Gustafsson is a bilingual
Swedish-English writer who recently
gave a poetry reading to members of the
York Anglo-Scandinavian Society. He
has published
publi
books of poetry in both
languages. He draws inspiration from
his Viking ancestry, and he delights in
Scandinavian ‘becks’ and ‘tarns’ in the
Yorkshire landscape.
On the whole Daniel keeps his two
languages separate, though occasionally
he allows odd words from the other
language to creep in, as in ‘Posy’, written
after a walk with his English wife,
gathering wild flowers in Sweden.

Even at dawn
undiminished, each petal
yet more defined now, each line
distinct as if carved
out of time.
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From the bookshelf

as an adult, but she feels comfortable
speaking Spanish — up to a certain level.
She describes Swedish as her ‘intimate’
language, the one she feels she properly
‘owns’ and can use with total freedom.
Her first attempts at creative writing were
in Swedish. She now regards English as
her second language.
Last year she published her first
novel, How we are translated,
translated, and
language plays a major role in it. It
is in English, but Swedish words and
phrases occur frequently — and I am
not talking about accepted borrowings
like smörgåsbord and ombudsman
ombudsman.. The
book is set in Edinburgh, and it takes
place during a significant week in the
life of Kristin, a Swedish immigrant,
and her Scottish partner Ciaran, a week
during which their close relationship is
tested. Ciaran, who is prone to sudden
enthusiasms, announces that he is going
to learn Swedish, using a method of
‘total immersion’. He sticks post-it notes
with Swedish words on everything in
their flat, and watches endless Ingmar
Bergman films. He wants Kristin to speak
Swedish to him, but — whilst secretly
touched by his new interest — she would
rather he spoke to her for real, in English,
about a momentous matter that she feels
he is evading. When she told him she
had had a positive pregnancy test, his
response was, ‘What do you want to do?’
That is a question she does not have an
answer to. Both Kristin and Ciaran are
frightened by the prospect of parenthood,
paren
mostly because they worry about what
the future holds for the next generation.
Significantly, the word baby is not often
used, it is the ‘Project’.

Review by Brita Green
Jessica Gaitán Johannesson, How we are
translated
Published by Scribe, Feb 2021
ISBN-978-1-91-334806-9
Jessica
essica Gaitán Johannesson is a SwedishColombian-British ‘climate justice activist’. She explains: ‘Any meaningful
climate action must always be linked
with anti-racism and equality’. She is
also a writer of prose and poetry. She
has lived in Britain for about ten years,
and became a British citizen in 2020. She
now writes in English, but she grew up
in Sweden, the daughter of a Swedish
father. But, with a Colombian mother,
her very first language was Spanish.
Not surprisingly, language, translation,
identity and migration are themes close
to her heart.
Jess Johannesson feels at home in three
languages. Spanish is her ‘childhood’
language. She has not lived in Colombia
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obscurity would undoubtedly become
crystal-clear.
Jess Johannesson says that, for her, the
three languages ‘are there all the time’. In
the novel, Spanish appears briefly in the
dedication and acknowledgements, but
Swedish is very much part of the story,
not only in Ciaran’s post-it notes, but in
Kristin’s thoughts. Much as in a bilingual
biling
conversation, the author allows herself to
put in Swedish words or phrases when
they occur to her. She translates them,
though hardly ever gives just a straight
translation: she also examines them,
searching for possible hidden, perhaps
original, meanings. (Just as an example,
consider what might be ‘discovered’
in English words like ‘cupboard’,
‘toadstool’ or ‘mushroom’.)
In this way, she finds new meanings
in her first language that she has never
thought of before: ‘I kind of developed
a new appreciation for the way
Swedish creates compound words’, like
sköldpadda (tortoise), literally ‘shield
toad’, or livrädd (terrified), literally ‘life
scared’. The word hudlös (vulnerable),
literally ‘skinless’, makes her wonder,
‘Doesn’t that give way too much credit
to skin? As if skin is armour, and not the
first thing to go.’
Words and word sequences are
sometimes set out almost like short
poems inside the text. There are
often undertones of the Project:

Kristin works as a re-enactor at
Edinburgh Castle, in the (fictional)
‘National Museum of Immigration’
that celebrates Scotland’s multicultural
heritage, where she plays a young
married Viking woman. During working
hours the re-enactors strictly speak only
their own languages, even though, for
example, Kristin hardly understands a
word her Viking mother-in-law, who is
Icelandic, says. To get the re-enactors in
the right mood, their working day starts
with them going into their ‘translation
rooms’. That idea came to the author
from childhood memories of travelling
between Sweden and Colombia to visit
relatives, when she used to feel that she
entered the aeroplane as one person and
exited it as another. The plane was an
inbetween stage, preparing her for her
other persona — ‘you have different
personalities in different languages’.
The book is written as a kind of
interior monologue — or dialogue: in her
mind, Kristin is addressing Ciaran. This
has the side effect of her not explaining
who characters are, which can lead to
some comic misunderstandings. It took
me a while to realise that Solveig is not
a friend but in fact Kristin herself, in
her Viking role. And bizzare sentences
like ‘How are Lady Gaga’s udders?’
and ‘Björn Skifs is getting this rash on
her right ear’ are baffling, until you find
out that Kristin uses the singers’ names
for the Viking family’s two cows. We
are thrown straight into Kristin’s inner
world, and it is the sort of book where,
when you have finished reading it, you
feel you want to go back and start all
over again: with hindsight, some early

worry
oro
ro		
tranquility
oro		
un-tranquility
That is what this thing is —		
an untranquilliser.
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language, you always feel — at least I do
— a bit as if you’re faking it, as if you’re
not quite allowed to write creatively, not
quite allowed to claim it for yourself’.
In this book, she definitely has a go at
claiming it, experimenting with it – as
well as trying to awaken an interest in the
Swedish way of saying things.
Jess Johannesson hopes that her
language games might widen people’s
horizons and enrich their reading
experience. ‘Maybe there are things in
other languages, or things that other
languages do, that can make us see the
world in a different way.’ Her particular
approach may not catch on, but bi- or
multi-lingual writing in various forms is
likely to become more common as people
increasingly lead international lives.

Sometimes the Project takes over
completely, leading to sequences that are
deliberately inaccurate etymologically:
beslut
decision
be		
ask
slut		
ending
beslut to ask for a (certain?) ending
Because of Ciaran’s on-going
language studies, these linguistic musings
don’t feel like interruptions in the story
but become part of it. One night Ciaran
discovers the Swedish word somna (to
fall asleep) — a very ‘efficient’ word, he
thinks, ‘without the falling or the going
to sleep’. Kristin does not tell him that,
historically, the root of sova (sleep) is in
there, but just wearily suggests ‘to asleep’
in English, and Ciaran counters with ‘to
asleepen’.
In an interview Jess Johannesson
says, ‘If you’re writing in your second

Interviews with Jessica Gaitán Johannesson can be
found on YouTube.

Scandinavian/Nordic
Both websites below offer a wealth of information on Nordic matters — including books.
nordicwatchlist.com: the menu lists
music, film/TV, books, design & culture,
and travel.

fika-online.com: the menu lists: lifestyle,
culture, travel, review, politics, history,
interview, obituary, opinion, and ‘editor’s
own’.
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Danish
David Jackson, Danish Golden Age Painting
Published by Yale University Press, Aug 2021
An innovative survey of Danish Golden Age art is presented here. The Golden Age
in Denmark (approximately the first half of the 19th century) produced images of
a peaceful and ordered society as the emerging Copenhagen bourgeoisie developed
a taste for portraits, urban scenes and landscapes that embraced their lifestyles.
David Jackson is Professor at the Department of History of Art and Cultural Studies,
University of Leeds.

Herman Bang, Some Would Call This Living: An Anthology,, translated
by Janet Garton, Charlotte Barslund and Paul Russell Garrett
Published by Norvik Press, Feb 2022
This book brings together some of Bang’s most important works in English
translation, in an attempt to introduce a broad selection of his short stories and
journalism to a new public.
Herman Bang (1857–1912) was well known throughout Europe in his lifetime, but had
little impact in the English-speaking world, presumably because of his homosexuality.

Nicklas
icklas Brendborg, Jellyfish Age Backwards: Nature’s Secrets to
Longevity,, translated by Elizabeth de Noma
Longevity
Published by Hodder Studio, May 2022
With mind-bending discoveries and physiological gifts that feel closer to magic
than reality, molecular biologist Nicklas Brendborg takes us on a journey that will
reshape everything you thought you knew about ageing — and offer nature’s secrets
to unlocking your own longevity.

Recently published books can also be found on the Newsletter of the Anglo-Danish Society (anglodanishsociety.org.uk), such as Queen
ueen Alexandra, Loyalty and Love, and The Gentlemen Danes
(the untold story of Danish and Norwegian prisoners of war on parole in Reading at the end of the
Napoleonic wars).
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Icelandic
Gylfi Gunnlaugsson and Clarence E. Glad (eds), Old Norse-Icelandic
Philology and National Identity in the Long Nineteenth Century
Published by Brill, Nov 2021
For centuries, the literary heritage preserved in Icelandic medieval manuscripts has
For
played a vital role in the self-image of the Icelandic nation. From the late eighteenth
century, Icelandic scholars had better opportunities than previously to study and
publish this material on their own terms and throughout the nineteenth century
they were intensely engaged in philological work on it. This coincided with an
increasing awareness among Icelanders of a separate nationality and their growing
demand for autonomy.

Heather O'Donoghue, Narrative in the Icelandic Family Saga:
Meanings of Time in Old Norse Literature
Published by Bloomsbury, Jan 2021
The author paints a vivid picture of the saga world and the passage, perception, and
The
representation of time: the rhythms of the seasons, the cultural events marking the
social calendar, the deeper historical time spanning the generations.
Heather
Heat
her O’Donoghue is Professor of Old Norse at the University
Unive
of Oxford, UK.

Eric Shane Bryan, Discourse in Old Norse Literature
Published by Boydell & Brewer Ltd, June 2021
An examination of what dialogues and direct speech in Old Norse literature can
convey and mean, beyond their immediate face-value. The vast and diverse corpus
of Old Norse literature preserves the language spoken not only by the Vikings, kings,
and heroes of medieval Scandinavia but also by outlaws, missionaries, and farmers.
Eric Shane Bryan is Associate Professor of English at Missouri University of Science
and Technology.

Gísli Matt and Nicholas Gill, Slippurinn: Recipes and Stories from
Iceland
Published by Phaidon Press, Oct 2021
This, Gísli Matt’s first book, reflects his extensive research into traditional Icelandic
dishes to preserve local culinary knowledge while applying a modern approach for
a cuisine to be enjoyed by locals and international foodies. It takes the reader right
to the heart of his fascinating culinary world and island life.

On the small island of Heimaey chef Gísli Matthías Auðunsson is at the helm of a food movement
that
hat honours Iceland’s history while coaxing it into a new era of innovation. Much of what he
serves at his restaurant Slippurinn comes from outside his door. Slippurinn
Slippurinn,, which means ‘slipway’
in Icelandic, draws inspiration from its location on Heimaey’s harbour.
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Norwegian
Jon Fosse, A New Name: Septology VI-VII,
translated by Damion Searls
Paperback published by Fitzcarraldo Editions, Sept 2021
Asle is an ageing painter and widower who lives alone on the southwest coast of
Asle
Norway. In nearby Bjorgvin another Asle, also a painter, is lying in the hospital,
consumed by alcoholism. Asle and Asle are doppelgängers — two versions of the
same person, two versions of the same life, both grappling
grappli with existential questions.
Shortlisted for the International Booker Prize in April 2022.

Swedish
Anders Kaliff and Terje Østigaard (eds), Werewolves, Warriors and
Winter Sacrifices — Unmasking Kivik and Indo-European Cosmology
in Bronze Age Scandinavia, Published by Uppsala University, 2021
This study is the first to consider Sweden’s enigmatic Kivik grave with its famous
rock art slabs in an agricultural and Indo-European context. Pastoralism and
warrior bands were essential parts of ecology and cosmology; novices were initiated
into these brotherhoods as werewolves. The cultural and cosmological institution
manifested in Kivik can be identified through large parts of Europe.

Catherine Edwards , Emma Löfgren (eds), Villa Volvo Vovve:
The Local's Word Guide to Swedish Life
Published
shed by LYS, Oct 2021
Explore more than 100 Swedish words, translated into English, with linguistic
and cultural explanations. Appreciate three different Swedish dialects with
complementary audio files, and learn more about what Swedish sounds like with
the help of the pronunciation guide. Be challenged with language quizzes, word
games, crosswords, and other interactive exercises. Enjoy the silliness of direct
translations, false friends, and other quirky features of the Swedish
Swedis language. Learn
the etymology and understand the touchpoints between Swedish and English.

Måns Mosesson, Tim — The Official Biography of Avicii,
translated by Brad Harmon
Published by Sphere, Nov 2021
Tim Bergling, known professionally as Avicii, was a musical visionary who, through
his sense for melodies, came to define the era when Swedish and European house
music took over the world. But he was also an introverted and fragile young man
who was forced to grow up at an inhumanly fast pace. He stopped touring in the
summer of 2016. Barely two years later, he took his own life.
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CoScan Trust Fund
2022 report by Brita Green

For the third year running, the Trust Fund
group — Tony Bray, Hugh Williamson
and I — met virtually: in the morning of
11 April we met on Zoom to decide on
this year’s travel grants. Our treasurer
presented an audited report for the
calendar year 2021 and also an updated
report up to 9 April 2022. We have had
donations from the Anglo-Scandinavian
Society of Newcastle, the Danish Scottish
Society, the Scandinavian Klubb of
Lincolnshire, the Scottish Norwegian
Society, YASS and the CoScan executive
committee, all much appreciated. Our
biggest donation was from YASS: its
share of the collection raised at Lucia
in the Minster 2021 (which again was
generously supported by the AngloSwedish Society).
We had no less than nineteen
applications for 2022, and decided to
offer fourteen individual grants, ten of
£150 and four of £100, plus a group grant
of £500, totalling £2400 if all offers are
taken up, and leaving us with £1219 as
a starting amount for next year’s awards.
This year’s recipients will be going to
Denmark, Greenland, Iceland, Norway,
and Sweden. More than half are planning
to go to Arctic regions for ecological,
geological and glacial studies or for Polar
training. Other projects include philately,
manuscript study, study of Old Norse,
attending an art course and a course at a

technical college. The group application
is for a geological mapping project.
As always, we are very grateful to
all our donors, and especially to those
individuals and societies who give regular
support. And, as always, we appeal to all
member societies for help in keeping
the scheme going. One-off or regular
contributions are all very welcome.
Even though our contributions to these
young people’s travel costs are modest,
they are always much appreciated: one
of the 2021 recipients writes, ‘I wish to
sincerely thank CoScan: this travel award
has reminded me of my love to travel
and search for adventure, as well as my
appreciation of international learning
opportunities’.
We have had reports from all seven
recipients who were able to travel last
year. In this issue of the Magazine, we
are printing (parts of) the reports we
received from a group of four students
from Glasgow who went to the Icelandic
east coast for six weeks. They obviously
made the most of their experience: not
only did they do biological research, they
also got to know the area thoroughly, and
made friends locally, particularly with a
group of Icelandic archaeology students.
Their enthusiasm is unmistakeable.
The group also sent us many excellent
photos. The prize-winning one can be
admired on the back cover, as usual.
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‘Bags full of souvenirs and minds full of memories’
Joint report, University of Glasgow Iceland Expedition 2021

Skálanes Nature and Heritage Centre				
Centre

The University of Glasgow Iceland
Expedition is a project that has been
running since 2008. It is a six-week
zoological expedition to the Skálanes
Nature and Heritage Centre in Eastern
Iceland. Our team in 2021 consisted of six
university students, each with their own
unique background and skills. Together,
we worked as a team to conduct four
different research studies on the Icelandic
wildlife around the Skálanes area. When
we were not busy working, we got to
meet amazing new people from different
cultures, enjoy hikes and rides around the
breath-taking scenery of Eastern Iceland
and connect with Icelandic culture
and traditions. We want to share all the
amazing skills we learned along the way,
and how this experience changed and
moved us all.
Our little team consisted of two leaders
and four other members. Our leaders,
Clara Gyhrs and Avery Holmes, both
MSci students, made sure the expedition
was well planned, and together they ran
a project studying the arctic foxes in
the area. The other expedition members

Photo: Bethan Hall-Jones

each had their own responsibilities.
Emma Watson, an environmental science
graduate, conducted an observational
study on a puffin sub-colony. Lotta
Ruha, a third-year zoology student, had a
research project investigating microfibre
accumulation in eider ducks. Our
youngest member, the first-year zoology
student Abi McLelland, led a project
on monitoring population numbers
of northern fulmars and blacklegged
kittiwakes. Bethan Hall-Jones, a recent
physics graduate, was our ‘everything
woman’. She helped with all the research
projects while updating our social media,
taking pictures of the wildlife, and baking
cakes.
As our expedition team now feels like
a little family, it is strange to remember
the days when we did not know each
other. Our journey began already in
autumn 2019 when the team for the
Iceland Expedition 2020 was chosen.
This was followed by a busy year of
planning our research projects, running
fundraising events and applying for
grants while trying to keep up with our
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studies. However, as the spring of 2020
came along, the whole world was going
through rapid changes, and so was our
expedition plan. We thought it would be
wisest to postpone our expedition until
the following year.
On 1 June 2021 we finally headed
to Iceland. After landing in Keflavík
airport in Reykjavík, we went through
a Covid test and travelled straight to our
Airbnb, where we would stay for five
days to quarantine under the Icelandic
government guidelines. This ended up
being a great time to bond as a team and
finish our final plans for the expedition.
Our second Covid tests, on day 5, came
back negative, and we could finally
explore Reykjavík for a couple days.
Then it was time to head to the East
coast of Iceland. As we reached the
village, we were greeted by our host,
Ólafur (Óli) Pétursson. He drove us
to Skálanes, our home for the next six
weeks, 17 km from Seyðisfjörður. As
we stepped out of the car, we were
surrounded by thick clouds and were
unable to see much of our surroundings.
However, as the evening came on, we

witnessed the beauty of Skálanes: the tall
lupins surrounding the house, the snowcovered mountains rising from the fjord,
the distant waterfalls of fresh mountain
water. It felt like paradise.
Although we were busy working on
our projects most of the time, we took
some days off to explore East Iceland.
On 23 June, our host Óli took us on a
daytrip around the area. We went to the
Hallormsstaður National Forest. It was
surreal to see a forest in Iceland, as most
of the vegetation we had seen before
barely reached our knees.
On 25 June, we decided to celebrate
midsummer. As two of our expedition
members were Nordic and we were
staying in another Nordic country, it
was a fitting holiday to celebrate. For a
Finnish tradition, everyone made flower
crowns, and we heated up the sauna at
the end of the day. For a Danish tradition,
we made witches out of grass and burned
them in the fire. Óli’s family joined us
for a celebratory meal and a peaceful
evening around the fire. It was great to
share things about each other’s cultures
and learn more about Icelandic traditions.

Eider in flight above a carpet of lupins

Photo: Bethan Hall-Jones
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Puffins in rain, hail, snow and shine
by Emma Watson

This assessment proved to be correct
when I visited different historical and
cultural attractions around the city. It
is clear that Iceland is a country that is
deeply connected to, and proud of, its
heritage and landscape, and it was so
interesting to experience this through
different mediums. Some highlights
were the National Museum of Iceland,
which takes you on a journey through
the country’s cultural, geological and
natural history, from settlement to
present day. It also had a fantastic guide
to the queer history of Iceland in honour
of LGBTQ+ Pride Month, which was
a thought-provoking insight into the
roles and struggles of queer people and
their identities in Icelandic history. In
the National Gallery of Iceland, a video
installation, which was filmed in the
Eldhraun lava field in south Iceland
(‘Death is Elsewhere’ by Icelandic artist
Ragnar Kjartansson), actually moved
me to tears; as an aspiring scientist,
being so moved by an art piece took me
completely by surprise!
Once the team were free of quarantine,
we took a trip to the Fagradalsfjall
volcano, which began erupting on 19
March 2021, and was still going strong
on our visit on 7 June. The excitement
was palpable among the groups of
tourists on the one-and-a-half hour hike
up to the viewing point, where steaming

rom 1 June to 25 July 2021 I lived and
From
studied in Iceland as part of the University
of
Glasgow
Iceland
Expedition
team. Iceland had been a ‘bucket list’
destination of mine for many years, and
I was thrilled to have the opportunity to
develop my scientific research skills in
such a unique sub-Arctic ecosystem, as
well as being able to explore and learn
about this famously beautiful country.
Upon our arrival in Iceland we firstly
spent a week in Reykjavík, as my teammembers had to quarantine for five days
before presenting a negative Covid test. I
had already been fully vaccinated in the
UK, and so I felt slightly guilty in being
able to get out and about to explore the
city, but I had the full support (and envy!)
of my team as I sent them countless
photos and videos of the world outside
our Airbnb.
My first stop was Hallgrímskirkja
Parish Church, whose design is inspired
by Icelandic nature. It is easy to see
how mountains, glaciers and waterfalls
are reflected in the unusual shape and
structure of the church. I was able to take
the elevator to the top tower at 244 ft to
take in some amazing 360-degree views
of the city. I was in awe of Reykjavík,
with its beautiful colourful houses and
roofs, and the walls, roads and walkways
adorned with street art; this was a city
that breathed creativity and culture.
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hot lava fields and rivers teased us with
what we were about to witness. At the
top, we settled in with our packed lunch
looking across the valley to the volcano
and were treated to the show of our lives.
The volcano was erupting every ten
minutes in a fiery explosion of gushing
lava and flying ash, with each seeming
more ferocious than the last. I could
scarcely believe what I was seeing, and
I was clearly not alone in this feeling, as
a hushed silence fell over everyone at the
beginning of each eruption, save for a
few gasps of awe, as we took in one of
the most spectacular natural displays on
the planet.
After this amazing experience, it was
on to our expedition research base and
home for the next six weeks. This journey
consisted of a flight to the East coast of

Iceland on a tiny plane from Reykjavík’s
tiny domestic airport to Egilsstaðir,
followed by a jaw-dropping 27-km
drive through the Fjarðarheiði mountain
pass, to the town of Seyðisfjörður. This
winding road connecting the two towns
sits at an elevation of 620 metres above
sea level. Even in early June, at the side
of the road there were huge snow drifts
and ice sheets, and it snaked through great
valleys enclosed by towering mountains
and giant waterfalls. From Seyðisfjörður,
the last leg of the journey involved a
thrilling drive in a giant 4x4 jeep over
three gushing rivers before we arrived at
the Skálanes Nature and Heritage Centre.
I couldn’t have asked for a better,
more beautiful place to live and work.
The centre sits on a peninsula and
within a 1250-hectare nature reserve at

Land of the elves						
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Early analysis of my data suggests that
puffin foraging is impacted by higher wind
speeds and temperatures, forcing them to
forage less often to conserve energy. As
oceanic temperatures and wind speeds
are predicted to increase as a result of
climate change, this is unfortunate news
for this already vulnerable species,
whose population numbers have been
declining rapidly in Iceland. I hope that
my research may contribute to a growing
body of data that can help predict how
puffins will respond to environmental
pressures induced by climate change,
and therefore help conservation efforts to
protect them.
My Icelandic experience continued
outside of our research through several day
trips to explore the unbelievable natural
features of the East Coast. I bathed in a

the mouth of the Seyðisfjörður fjord. It
is surrounded by mountains and rocky
cliffs, and the colour of the vast blue fjord
is highlighted by the endless green and
purple fields of alaskan lupin. The air is
alive with the cries and wing beats of the
47 bird species supported by this habitat.
Looking out to the horizon from the cliff
top feels like looking out to the edge of
the world.
Our expedition consisted of a variety
of different zoological research projects,
and my personal project investigated the
effect of different weather conditions on
the foraging behaviours of a small subcolony of puffins that nest on the cliffs of
Skálanes. This consisted of observation
sessions studying the behaviours of these
wonderful little birds in rain, hail, snow
and sunshine, for up to six hours a day.

Puffin							
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hot geothermal spa, I hiked to Hengifoss
(the third highest waterfall in Iceland), I
climbed a tree in Hallormsstaðaskógur
National Forest, and even starred in an
Icelandic cooking show, eating reindeer
cooked by a Michelin star Icelandic chef!
However, one of the most rewarding
parts of my trip was befriending a group
of Icelandic archaeology students from
the University of Iceland, who were
working on a dig excavating a mill in the
town of Seyðisfjörður. We were lucky
enough to spend a lot of time with them
over dinners, pints, games, and the Euro
semi-finals, and through them I was able
to learn much about Iceland. They are so
connected to, and proud of, their culture
and heritage in a way that I had not
experienced at home, and they were so
keen to tell us about life in this amazing

country, and educate us on their history.
In particular, their care in protecting
and preserving the Icelandic language
inspired me to learn Gaelic which is the
founding language of my home country,
Scotland. I was so happy to have met this
wonderful group of people, and I really
feel that their friendship enhanced my
trip and deepened my understanding of
their country.
I am so lucky to have been able to
study and live in Iceland. I never thought
I would have the opportunity to spend
two months in this amazing place, and
I am so grateful to CoScan for their
generous support through the Travel
Grant. I really felt as if I had found a
second home in Iceland; I have already
begun exploring options to come back to
study for a Master’s degree!

Never-ending sunshine
by Bethan Hall-Jones
The seven weeks I spent as part of
the University of Glasgow Iceland
Expedition was one of the most
rewarding experiences of my life. Having
spent so much time in lockdown over the
past year it felt surreal that we were able
to travel and enjoy an almost normal life
while in Iceland. Arriving at Skálanes, we
soon settled into a routine alongside the
other research group there from Earlham
College in Richmond, Indiana, who were
computer scientists collecting drone
footage across the area. It was a great
learning opportunity living with such

a diverse group of people and learning
about the research they were conducting.
While not conducting my own individual
research project on this expedition I
assisted my fellow expedition members
on the four projects they were running,
ensuring they were able to complete all
aspects of their work.
The Iceland Expedition has been
monitoring the nesting populations of
black-legged kittiwakes and northern
fulmars at Skálanes since the first
expedition in 2008. This type of longterm monitoring provides insight into
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how the populations of these two seabirds
are changing. In addition to this, northern
fulmars are considered an indicator
species and can therefore help inform
on ecosystem health in the area. As a
group project, led by Abi, we monitored
how the number of birds at the cliffside
changed over June and July and also
depended on the time of day and weather
conditions. It involved counting the
numbers of birds present over multiple
sessions, with initial results highlighting
a steady decline in the numbers over the
six weeks, showing that, as birds failed
to nest, they abandoned the cliff. When
monitoring the breeding success of the
black-legged kittiwakes, we expanded
and improved on the monitoring plans
from 2019. The data is still being
analysed, but some weather conditions
seem to have an effect on the number of
birds at the cliffside. Sharing the results
and adding them to the INTERACT
database will contribute to the global
initiative of population monitoring for
both species.
Skálanes is home to a subcolony of
around 25 puffins and they were studied
in Emma Watson’s project, focusing on
monitoring the effects of weather on their
behaviour. The third project involved
examining microplastic accumulation in
nesting eider duck females by collecting
and analysing faecal samples. During the
nesting period female eider ducks do not
eat anything and only leave their nests to
drink water. On approaching the nest, the
ducks will flush and defecate on their eggs
in order to provide an odorous protection
from predators. (For more about this
project, see Lotta Ruha’s report.)

Arctic foxes also have an important
role in the ecosystem, and the fourth
project aimed to provide baseline data
on the population of arctic foxes around
Skálanes, as the exact locations of the
dens have previously been unknown.
This project consisted of scouting for any
signs of the foxes, and we found several
abandoned dens, but the best results came
from camera trap footage that showed an
active den with a family of four living in
it.
Coming from a theoretical physics
background I knew that zoological
research would be a challenge for me,
but I was really excited at the prospect
of developing my competence and
expanding on my learning experiences by
working with my fellow students. Being
out in the field, I was able to get handson experience and grow in confidence at
learning completely new skills, which is
something I can take forward to all future
endeavours. While helping my fellow
expedition members I spent a lot of
time photographing our experiences and
the amazing wildlife in the area. I have
always been interested in photography,
and although this was not an initial goal
of mine for the expedition it quickly
became a focus, and I produced some
images that I am really proud of.
I am so grateful for the time I got to
spend in Iceland, enjoying the neverending sunshine and learning so much
from the experiences we had there. I look
forward to returning to Iceland in the
near future where I can hopefully visit
even more of the beautiful country.
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Putting theory into
o practice
by Lotta Ruha
sources. I spent two and half weeks of
the expedition collecting samples. This
included collecting faecal samples from
nesting eiders when they left their nests,
and collecting water samples from the
eiders’ drinking water sources. It felt
amazing walking around the colony of
hundreds of eiders and feeling a part of
the beautiful landscape. As most of my
field work opportunities were cancelled
for my third year of university, it was
good to put all the theory I had learned in
class into practical use.
After collecting the samples, I spent
two weeks in the lab. It was great being
in a lab again and using a microscope
to analyse my samples. Microfibres
were detected in 77–94% of the faecal
samples and in 37–67% of the water
samples. Microfibres can accumulate in
the eiders’ systems for long periods of
time, negatively affecting their health, as
microfibres act as adsorbents for toxins.
We hope that more research will be done
on the microfibre pollution status in
Eastern Iceland with future expeditions,
so that the extent of the problem can be
better understood.
Although I was stuck inside during
the sample analysis period, I managed to
enjoy my time around Skálanes. When I
needed a break from the lab, I helped with
the group project studying kittiwakes and
fulmars at the large cliff side. Coming
from Finland, it was important for me to
celebrate midsummer at the end of June.
It was lovely teaching my other team

Being a part of the University of Glasgow
Iceland Expedition has been one of the
best experiences of my life. After a year
of on-and-off lockdowns and restrictions
in the UK, it was strange landing in
Iceland, where life seemed to be going on
as normal. After five days in quarantine,
bonding with my wonderful fellow
expedition members, I had a few days in
the capital Reykjavík, and then we headed
to the East coast of Iceland to stay at the
Skálanes Nature and Heritage Centre for
six weeks to conduct zoological research.
Plastic and microfibre pollution have
become an increasing issue in modern
days. Not much research into this topic
has been done in Eastern Iceland, so
I decided to investigate microfibre
accumulation in nesting female eider
ducks’ faeces and their drinking water

Sampling eider nest

Photo: Bethan Hall-Jones
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Seyðisfjörður, and a concert at the end of
the day. It was fascinating to learn about
Icelandic art and music and discuss these
topics with the students.
I will always remember my experience
in Iceland with a big smile. I am so
grateful for the opportunity to go abroad
to learn more about something I am
fascinated by and make good friends with
my fellow expedition members and local
Icelanders. This trip has given me a lot
of confidence and taught me more about
working in a group, conducting my own
research, and adapting to new situations
and cultures. I am sure to return to Iceland
in the future, older, wiser, and ready for a
new adventure.

members about Finnish midsummer
traditions and learning about midsummer
traditions in other countries.
Our group also befriended the local
Icelandic archaeology students who
were doing an excavation of an old
house in Seyðisfjörður. We got to visit
the excavation site and got to see the
skeleton of an ancient horse and touch
volcanic ash from the 1800s and 1400s.
Together with the archaeology students
we had some fun nights of homemade
dinner and games, pizza and pints at the
local bar, and watching the football Euro
semi-finals. They also joined us to see
the LungA art festival, which included
art exhibitions and workshops all around

Everything I had hoped for and more
by Avery Holmes
I have always aspired to be a field
biologist, and this summer I got the
opportunity to put my ambitions into
practice as part of the University of
Glasgow Iceland Expedition. We stayed
at Skálanes Nature and Heritage Centre
in East Iceland for six weeks, and our
days were filled with research work,
which for me included hiking in the hills
searching for arctic fox dens, creating
maps to help future students find them,
testing non-invasive hair trap methods,
and identifying diet and gastrointestinal
parasites through the examination of
faeces. Additionally, as one of the coleaders, I co-managed the logistics of the
Expedition, supporting the other team
members and projects, and maintaining

the Expedition’s relationships with
Skálanes and other research groups at the
centre.
I leapt at the opportunity to go to
Iceland, as the country has always
appealed to me, not only for its beauty,
but also its unique ecology and harsh
environment. I have always appreciated
cold places with inclement weather, and
as a zoologist in training, I appreciate
the adaptations animals must make to
survive there. East Iceland is generally
understudied, and the opportunity to
help fill some of the knowledge gaps and
contribute to biological research in the
region was a real treat.
I had been on a road trip to Iceland
in 2019, but living somewhere is a
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fundamentally different experience from
being a tourist. Being able to stay in a
place long enough to develop a sense
of familiarity is wonderful. We built
real friendships in the community and
experienced the local lifestyle. As we
worked, we saw herds of reindeer wander
the hills, watched the colours of the
hills change as the lupins bloomed and
began to seed, and saw the arctic terns
hatch, grow up, and eventually begin
to fly in preparation for their migration
to Antarctica in the autumn. Living so
intimately with the Icelandic ecosystem
is a privilege I will never forget.
Of course, I got to do some touristy
things as well. Before heading to
Skálanes, the team and I were able to
visit an erupting volcano, which was
spectacular. And, once the work of the
expedition was finished, I was able to
travel for a week with my father, seeing
waterfalls, geothermal areas, and trying
local foods, including the fermented
Greenland shark!
I knew that I would develop invaluable
experience and perspective on this
project, and it was everything I had hoped
for and more. Managing the Expedition
was a massive logistical undertaking
lasting more than a year, and it involved
developing many practical skills. The
Expedition offered an opportunity to

undertake a project much larger than any
I had done before, requiring planning,
attention to detail, and prioritisation.
Sometimes things did not go as
planned: travelling internationally as a
multi-national group during Covid-19
restrictions required additional attention
to logistics and details, and while at
Skálanes, we experienced unseasonably
cold and snowy weather, forcing us to
adapt and reschedule some of our work.
The possibility of something going wrong
was challenging for me, as I am both
fiercely ambitious and hold myself and
my work to a high standard. Research on
large and important problems will always
carry the risk of failure, and this was
great practice in balancing that risk and
working with it to carry out a successful
project.
The project also expanded my personal
network by introducing me to computer
scientists from Earlham College and
archaeology students from the University
of Iceland, giving me a greater
appreciation for different fields and how
they can collaborate. Participation in the
Iceland Expedition was more than just
enjoyable; it has given me wonderful
new connections in Iceland and beyond,
and made me a stronger researcher, more
compassionate leader, and wiser person.

The team visiting Hengifoss waterfall				
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Member Societies 2022
Anglo-Danish Society – info@anglo-danishsociety.org.uk –
www.anglo-danishsociety.org.uk
Anglo-Finnish Society – paulus.thomson@btinternet.com –
www.anglofinnishsociety.org.uk
Anglo-Norse Society – info@anglo-norse.org.uk – www.anglo-norse.org.uk
Anglo-Norse Society in Norway – mail.anglonorse@gmail.com –
www.anglonorseoslo.com
Anglo-Scandinavian Society of Newcastle – ingelise42uk@gmail.com
Anglo-Swedish Society – info@angloswedishsociety.org.uk –
www.angloswedishsociety.org.uk
Anglo-Swedish Society of Gothenburg – john.chaplin@angloswedish.se –
www.angloswedish.se
British Library – pardaad.chamsaz@bl.uk – www.bl.uk
Danish Church in London – kirke@danskekirke.org – www.danskekirke.org
Danish-Scottish Society – dss.enquiries@gmail.com – www.danishscottishsociety.com
Danish Women in England – aletterye@icloud.com – www.danskekvinder.co.uk
Danish YWCA, London – k@kfuk.co.uk – www.kfuk.co.uk
Devon & Somerset Anglo Scandinavian Society – dawnwattsdk@yahoo.co.uk –
www.angloscan.org.uk
Finnish Church in London – lontoo@merimieskirkko.fi –
www.lontoo.merimieskirkko.fi/the-finnish-church-in-london
Finnish Institute in the UK and Ireland – info@fininst.uk – www.fininst.uk
Grieg Society of Great Britain – griegsocietygb@gmail.com – www.facebook.com/
griegsocietygb
Manchester Swedish Language Meetup Group – tony@thebrays.org.uk –
www.meetup.com/Manchester-Swedish-Language-Meetup-Group
Nordic House/Danish Church in Hull – hull@dsuk.dk – www.danchurchhull.co.uk
Northants Anglo-Scandinavian Society – manjaronne@btinternet.com –
www.facebook.com/Northants-Anglo-Scandinavian-Society-945471712181263
Norwegian Church in London – london@sjomannskirken.no –
www.sjomannskirken.no/london
Norwegian Scottish Association – www.norwegian-scottish.org.uk
Orkney Norway Friendship Association – james@balaycot.plus.com –
www.orkneycommunities.co.uk/onfa
Scandinavian Klubb of Lincolnshire (SKOL) – derekmisse@mypostoffice.co.uk –
www.skolklubb.com
Scottish Norwegian Society (Glasgow) – anny.carchrie@ntlworld.com –
www.scottishnorwegiansociety.org
SveaBritt – sekreterare@sveabritt.com – www.sveabritt.com
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Swedish Church in London – london@svenskakyrkan.se –
www.svenskakyrkan.se/london
Viking Society for Northern Research – vsnr@ucl.ac.uk – www.vsnr.org
Welsh-Norwegian Society – contact@welshnorwegian.org –
www.welshnorwegian.org
York Anglo-Scandinavian Society (YASS) – yasssecretary@gmail.com –
www.yorkangloscan.org.uk
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The Ambassadors of
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden

Scandinavian Embassies in the UK —
press, culture and information

Denmark: Lone Britt Christensen, Cultural Attaché, 55 Sloane Street,
London SW1X 9SR, Tel: +44(0)20 7333 0200, lonamb@um.dk, www.denmark.org.uk
Finland: Pirjo Pellinen, Special Adviser, Culture and Public Diplomacy,
38 Chesham Place, London SW1X 8HW, Tel: +44(0)20 7838 6222,
sanomat.lon@formin.fi (or pirjo.pellinen@formin.fi), www.finlandabroad.fi
Iceland: Eyrún Hafsteinsdottir, Cultural and Trade Officer, 2A Hans Street, London
SW1X 0JE, Tel: +44(0)20 7259 3999, eyrun.hafsteinsdottir@utn.stjr.is (or eyrun@mfa.is),
www.iceland.is/uk
Norway: Kristin Marøy Stockman, Counsellor, Head of Culture and Communication,
25 Belgrave Square, London SW1X 8QD,
Tel: +44(0)20 7591 5500, emb.london@mfa.no, www.norway.no/en/uk
Sweden: Pia Lundberg, Counsellor Cultural Affairs, 11 Montagu Place,
London W1H 2AL, Tel: +44(0)20 7917 6400, ambassaden.london@gov.se,
www.swedenabroad.com/london

CoScan Travel Award—Prize Winning Photo 2021:
‘Skálanes at dusk’ by Avery Holmes
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